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In the following written assignment, which you are about to take part of, was given to 
students from University of Gothenburg who had the privilege of attending a 
workshop tackling Kostersea Marine National Park food development. We will address 
and hopefully come some sort of alternative on how to continuously develop and create a 
sustainable and feasible food tourism.  

Upon our visit we were divided into groups, of which contained a variety of students, local 
stakeholders, people from nearby municipalities, along with people representing 
“Svinesundskommittén” who invited us to take part in this “FOODbiz” project.  

A number of ideas came to the minds of those present, and upon sharing they widened 
the perspectives on how to to tackle this particular development issue. The ideas are too many 
to mention them all, yet in this assignment some of them which were considered among the 
better will be highlighted.  

First, developing ties with the locals. 
It is of great importance and a foundation stone to appeal and involve the 

local population in advertising “their” destination. Make them aware of their potential of 
becoming a tourist attraction due to their location, environment and food. Introduce them to 
new as well as to help seek out their old ways of how they once cooked their local food 
resources. The older generations on these islands have provided themselves with dishes 
in some ways, perhaps even with local recipes, which carries potential to revive 
something unique. In this way we could seek to encourage them to look into anything and 
everything from their local passed concerning food. All recipes can either be 
reawakened or improved in order for marketing the “Koster food brand”. To further 
encourage the locals, they could be the first tastemasters of their own products.  

Furthermore, by involving and making the locals aware of their resources and 
business opportunities, which could potentially result in cooperation between them during 
each stage, such as, the shrimps get fished from the sea till served on the plate. It could result 
in a stronger economic community and by offering tourists to join and take part in each stage 
would serve the tourists in an educational and memorable manner as well as serve the the 
locals economically, by sharing knowledge. As UNWTO, (United Nations World Tourism 
Organization), argue in their “Global Report on Food Tourism” from 2012, support the ideas 
above, that: “..local phenomenon of universal scope that is in a clear growth phase; it has a 
positive impact on the economy, employment and local heritage, as tourists seek to get to 
know not only the local food but also to know its origin and production processes, making it 
an expression of cultural tourism...”  (s.9).  



Second, packages. 
Depending on regulation, season, and weather different packages can be offered,           

involving activities such as kayak trips or hikes during the duration of a day to different                
locations and restaurants around the Koster’s coast. With its purpose of making it into a               
Koster food safari with the experience of seeing both its beautiful nature and tasting its               
special local food. By spreading out the intake of food during the day at different destinations                
with tea times or “fika” at locations marked out with benches and outdoor bathrooms. During               
those breaks the guide a brings basket including smaller dishes like seafood chips. These              
smaller dishes can be consumed til they arrive to larger restaurants where main local meals               
can be served. There can be of course be different varieties of packages, depending on terrain                
and how long it take to circle around the island. However, the naming of this particular                
package: “Kostcirkeln”, or in english: “Kostline-trip” (like Coastline-trip).  
(Typical Gothenburg humor, and credits for these names are not rightfully the writer’s, but              
that of a fellow student.)  

 
And lastly, package deliveries. 

Some tourists comes to Koster solely for enjoying the weather and the breeze of the               
sea, simply to escape the hectic life living in the cities. There should of course even be a calm                   
way for them to relieve their stress and no need to think about tomorrow. Therefore, another                
suggestion given by the one of the groups at the workshop are local “Food Trucks” or “Food                 
Bikes”, or even “Food Boats”. Also providing the perfect summer job for youngsters, to go to                
a filial picking up daily deliveries with “today's dishes” and bring it out to the tourists by                 
before noon, supplying them with today’s lunch, dinner, and next day’s breakfast.  

 
All ideas above could be of use during mid/late spring, summer and early autumn.  
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